
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robin Ruth 

208 - Modern Mariner’s Compass 

Supply List 

Following is a list of what is needed for class. Please use this link to download the full PDF copy of my Supply 

List with other info needed for class. There is a little bit of Homework to do PRIOR to class that you will find 

at this link. 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5192ee1ee4b03a6376259f8e/t/65ac389520d1d856e7790bab/17057854947

12/2024+Basics+Class+-+In+Person.pdf 

 

For class you will need either the Skinny Robin 16-Point Mariner’s Compass Book/Ruler Combo OR the Fat Robin 

16-Point Mariner’s Compass Book/Ruler Combo. You can wait until the day of class to purchase your ruler at a 

10% discount.  

(If you choose to purchase your ruler prior to class, please purchase from my website using coupon code 

(MAINE10) or from your favorite LQS. Do not purchase on Amazon as I do not sell on Amazon. Even though it 

may say Robin Ruth Design, these are third party sellers, and I cannot guarantee what you will receive.) 

 

-Regular sewing supplies (sewing machine, cutting mat and rotary cutter, thread, scissors, pins, ironing station if 

allowed) 

 

-Straight edge ruler with 45˚ angle for Skinny Robin and 60˚ angle for Fat Robin. Most straight edge rulers come 

with these angles located on the ends of the ruler. These rulers will work, but it will be a little easier if you have a 

ruler with the angles in the middle. Try my Angle Ruler or Olfa makes one that you might already have. Rulers with 

the angles on the end will still work, but sometimes are a little more difficult to use. 

 

-Freezer paper square (an exact 14 1/2”x 14 1/2” square)  

 

Please have the following cut for class for either the Skinny Robin OR the Fat Robin block. Full width fabric strips 

(42”) in high contrast fabrics - your choice of fabric. 

14” Skinny Robin OctaCompass Sunflower 

-Background fabric (gray) 2 strips x 4” 

-Point 1 fabric (red) 2 strips x 2” 

-Point 2 fabric (light blue) 2 strips x 2 1/2” 

-Inside Point 3 fabric (orange) 1 strip x 3” 

-4 1/2” square for center (yellow) 

-Two 5 1/2” squares (red) for corner triangles to 

finish block 

 

14” Fat Robin OctaCompass Sunflower 

-Background fabric (lime green) 2 strips x 4” 

-Point 1 fabric (orange) 2 strips x 2 1/2” 

-Point 2 fabric (purple) 2 strips x 3 1/4” 

-Inside Point 3 fabric (dark purple) 1 strip x 2 3/4” 

-6” square for center (yellow) 

-Two 5 1/2” squares (orange) for corner triangles to 

finish block 
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